Principal component analysis of behavioural individual differences suggests that particular aspects of visual working memory may relate to specific aspects of attention.
The previously separate literatures on visual attention and on visual working memory are converging, with growing interest in how visual attention may relate to visual short-term memory, as exemplified by this special issue. We report exploratory analysis of how individual behavioural differences in separable aspects of attention may relate to particular aspects of visual working memory. Previous work with the Attention Network Test (ANT; Fan, McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002) proposed that it can measure three distinct aspects of attention: alerting, spatial orienting, plus executive control of response competition. We implemented the ANT in 50 healthy young adults, who also underwent a behavioural battery of visual working memory (WM) tests. These visual WM tests were all variations on recent paradigms, used here with the aim of measuring potential individual differences in visual WM capacity; WM precision; or WM distractor-filtering. Principal component analysis of the behavioural dataset revealed three main components. Interestingly, each component paired one aspect of ANT scores together with one aspect of WM scores, in terms of the strongest loadings. WM capacity loaded with ANT alerting; WM precision with ANT orienting; and WM filtering with ANT executive control. These results suggest that visual WM may involve separate component processes, and that different aspects of attention relate to different aspects of visual WM, in terms of behavioural individual differences. We discuss the observed pattern in relation to current issues and with respect to possible future work on the potential neural bases of individual differences in the distinct components.